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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this document 

This instruction is designed for shippers using the system. It aims to describe the use of 
the functionality and capabilities of the GSA PLATFORM portal. 

1.2 General system description 

GSA PLATFORM (GSA) is an IT system used for auctioning by the Transmission System 
Operators (TSO). The auction participants are the System Users, i.e. Operators’ customers. The 
auction rules are laid down in Commission Regulation (EU) No 984/2013 of 14 October 2013 
establishing a Network Code on Capacity Allocation Mechanisms in Gas Transmission Systems 
and in the Transmission Network Code. 

The detailed description of the auctioning system is given below. 

 

Terms and abbreviations: 

No. ABBREVIATION/TERM DESCRIPTION 

1 
TSO Transmission System Operator – a power company 

dealing with the transmission of gas fuels, responsible 
for traffic in a gas transmission system. 

2 

Shipper A natural or legal person, as well as an entity without 
legal personality, but having capacity to act (see Article 
331 of the Civil Code) which uses transmission services 
under a transmission contract concluded with a TSO. 

3 
SYSTEM USER (SU) An entity using the transmission system under a 

transmission contract being a Shipper or Network User 
(as defined in TNC v 23) 

4 
CUSTOMER/USER  A GSA user having password-protected access to GSA 

and authorized to carry out specific tasks in GSA.  

5 
CAM Transmission capacity allocation mechanisms governed 

by the relevant EU Commission regulation. 

6 GSA  GSA PLATFORM (System, Platform) 

7 
TNC Transmission Network Code – a set of rules governing 

the process of natural gas transmission in Poland. 

8 
EDIG@S Information exchange standard in the gas industry 

based on EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) 

9 

Gas Day A period from 5:00 am to 5:00 am of Coordinated 
Universal Time (UTC) of the following day during 
winter time, and from 4:00 am to 4:00 am UTC of the 
next day during the daylight saving time. 

10 
Gas Year A period from 1 October of the year preceding the 

current year to 30 September of the current year 
(taking into account Gas Days). 



 

11 
Capacity A maximum quantity of gas per hour that is available 

for transmission at an entry point or collected from the 
transmission system at an exit point. 

12 Validation Check procedures executed by the GSA system.  

13 
Verification Checks executed by a user outside GSA; their result is 

entered into the system by the user, e.g. as a change to 

the document status. 

14 
Bundled capacity A standard capacity product covering capacities at entry 

and exits points on both sides of each interconnection 

point. 

15 
Standard capacity product The quantity of capacity at a specific time at a specific 

interconnection point. 

16 

Product type (by duration) The duration of the period for which a standard 
product is offered. The following product types are 
supported by the GSA system: annual, quarterly, 
monthly. 

 



2 General information of the GSA system 

2.1 Main elements of the GSA portal  

 
Figure1 Main portal elements 

 

 

1 – Panel with the system logo; click it to display the system home page. 

IMPORTANT! Clicking on the panel during, for example, bidding will bring you to the main 
page without saving any entered data. 

2 - Information about the currently logged user. 

3 - System language selection. 

4 – Menu: the main system navigation tool that enables access to various system areas. 



2.2 Components: fields, selection lists, buttons 

Description of the basic components of the GSA system: 

Component Description 

1)  
 

 

Buttons used for switching between pages of a list; they are 
located under the displayed results tables if there is more 
information than can be displayed on one page. 
1) go to the next/previous page;  the current page is displayed 
as well. 
 

 
The preview button that is used to display, e.g. Current 
auction details. 

 
 

A simple search field: it narrows down the results by the 
entered phrase or set of characters. 
 

1)  

2)  

3)  

Sorting buttons: 
1) default sorting of values in a column 
2) sorting of column values in an ascending order 
3) sorting of column values in a descending order 
 

2.3 Navigating through the portal 

Use the top menu to navigate through the portal. It contains links to specific lists grouped 
by subject.  

The top menu is designed as a drop down menu, which means that clicking on an item that 
contains several more detailed items will display those items, and the screen part displaying 
forms will not change until selecting a menu item that does not contain any more detailed 
items. 

When completing the form fields, click the top menu to go to the form of the given menu 
item without saving the data in the previously filled form. 

Across the entire system, tips are displayed when moving the cursor over an icon. This 
enables the user to navigate the system intuitively. 

 

 
Figure 2 Icon tips 



2.3.1 Confirm and save 

Click the  button to validate the data entered in the form due to 
business rules. GSA supports a single‐level faulty data gradation. Faulty data is highlighted in 
red.  

Red error means a data error that do not allow further operations in the system ; the data 
needs to be corrected, and the faulty operation repeated.  

 
Figure 31 Error messages – red 

 

Green message means that the operation has been completed successfully. 

 
Figure  4 Messages - green 

 

 

2.3.2 Cancel, go back, abandon 

To go back to the list that was viewed previously and was the starting point for moving to 

the current list, use the  button to return to the previously viewed list. Data entered 
in the current form since the last save will not be saved  (when bidding in an auction, new 
capacity in the round will not be considered). 



3 ADMINISTRATION 

3.1 System access 

The GSA system is an Internet portal based on Java Platform – Enterprise Edition. System 
access is via a web browser. 

It depends on the level of authorization. This instruction covers the scope of operations 
available for a System User who is a Shipper. 

3.2 User registration 

If a user wants to register in GSA, he  should use the button  for the System 
User in the home page. He will be moved to the registration form. 

 

 
Figure 5 User registration – step 1 

 



 
 

Figure 6 User registration – step 2 

 



 
Figure 7 User registration – step 3 

 

All fields with a red asterisk are obligatory and must be completed. 

After successful registration, a corresponding confirmation message is displayed. 

 
Figure 8 Registration confirmation 

 

3.3 System login 

A System User is logged into the system after entering  its login and password. After 
entering the URL address of the GSA system in a web browser, the login screen is displayed. 



 
Figure 9 Login screen 

 

 

After entering the user name and password in the login form, the system checks if such a 
user exists in the system and if the password is correct. 

If the account was set up via the registration form, the password specified on that form must 
be used. 
 
      After pressing the Enter key or the "Log in" button, the "PIN code" field appears and the 
system user can choose the form of authentication: 
1 – through SMS - an SMS will be sent to the number provided during registration with the 
following text: 'Logging to the GSA Platform on: yyyy-mm-dd. PIN code: xxxxxx. The code can 
be used for 5 minutes since receiving ', or 
2 – through e-mail - an e-mail will be sent to the e-mail address provided during registration 
with the PIN code: xxxxxx. The code can be used for 5 minutes since receiving. 
 



 
Figure 9.1 Login screen with SMS code 

 
 
 

 
Figure 9.2 Login screen with an e-mail code 

 
 
 



3.4 Password recovery 

The user may use a password recovery function if they cannot log into the system. To do 

that, press the  button on the home page and enter the e‐mail 
address associated with the user in the system; password recovery instruction will be sent to 
that e-mail. 

 
Figure 10 Forgotten password form 



4 AUCTIONS 

4.1 Auction calendar 

From the top menu, select Auctions -> Auction calendar. The calendar enables a review 
of auction publication dates defined in the system and provides an update on the products 
that may be put up for auction on specific dates. It is displayed as a year calendar with Monday 
as the first day of the week. The list may be sorted by auctions based on:  

Year, 

Product type, 

Operator. 

 
Figure 11 Auction calendar 

 

 

Select a desired date and click on a small triangle to move to a list of auctions with a filter 
set to “Product type” and “Auction start date.” 

4.2 Auction list 

From the top menu, select Auctions -> Auction list. The list of auctions of gas transmission 
capacities in a point displays all auctions available on GSA, divided into: ongoing, historical and 
future and in which a logged in user may participate. 



 
Figure 12 Auction list 

 

 

In the Operations column, the following icons can be used for selected auctions: 

  - preview of ended bidding – opens an auction details form with the last saved auction 
status before its end. 

 - participate in auction – when the auction has started and the user may bid for the 
first time. 

 - participate in auction – when the auction has started and the user may bid again in 
the same round. 

 - participate in auction – when the auction is in progress, but its status is “On break”. 

 - select an auction; it is an additional auction marker that may be used to filter the list. 

Available auction types are marked with the relevant icons in the Type column. A detailed 
description can be found in the legend available after pressing the “Legend” button. 

 
Figure 13 Auction list legend 

 



 

4.3 Surrender application 

The user has an option of surrendering capacity. In order to submit the relevant surrender 
application, the user must access the list of applications via the main menu (Auctions ‐> 

Surrender applications list) and then click the  button. 

An application input form will appear allowing the user to select the following options: 

Applicant organisation, Operator related to application, Type of product, Min. type of 
product as well as the Product itself. 

 
Figure 14 Adding a surrender application 

The entire application must be confirmed by clicking the  button. 

Once saved, the application will appear on the list of applications. 



 
Figure 15 List of surrender applications 

The following options are available on the surrender application list in the Actions column: 

 - preview the saved/submitted applications 

 - submit application 

 - edit application if not submitted. 

 - delete application. 

 

4.4 Bidding in an ascending clock auction 

To be able to participate in bidding, the system user has to have an agreement concluded 
with an operator covering the entire duration of the product offered in the auction. 

The bidding form allows the entering of a capacity value subject to bidding for a given 
point by the organisation. 



 

 

 
Figure 16 Bidding 

 

The bidding process is divided into rounds. 

At the top of the form, there is an auction identifier: Auction – auction ID: auction number. 
When a round is active, the Round field shows the round status as Running: [x.y] where x is 
the consecutive number of the large round and y is the consecutive number of the small round 
(during the break, this field shows On break: [x.y]). Additionally, the adjacent field shows 
whether this is a large (L) or small (S) round. The From-To field shows the round/break 
duration. The Time remaining field displays the time in minutes remaining until the end of the 
round. 

Then the values bid in the previous and current rounds are displayed and a cumulative 
amount of bids by all participants of the auction (Sum of bids). 

After specifying the bid amount, checking or unchecking the Convert to firm capacity 

checkbox and selecting the balance group for the current round, click  to report a given 

capacity value as bid by the organisation. Click  to open a form and go to the 
section displaying all completed rounds with the following information:  

 



- next round number,  

- whether the round is cancelled or not,  

- auction premium,  

- organisation of the bidding user,  

- capacity value bid in the round, 

- tariff cost, 

- premium cost, 

- currency. 

 
Figure 17 Bidding history 

 

 

Use the  button to go back to the bidding list. 

The auctions are held on business days from 7:00am to 4:00pm GMT during the summer 
season and from 8:00am to 5:00pm GMT during the winter season. 

All auctions that are set to be opened/continued on a given day are opened/reopened 
simultaneously upon opening the above‐mentioned time brackets. 

The first round lasts 3 hours. Each next round lasts 1 hour, and each break lasts 1 hour (in 
default configuration), but the Operator may set different round and break durations in a 
dedicated form. 



 
Figure 18 Bidding – auction break 

 

When bidding during an auction break, after joining such an auction there is no Bid button 
available. It is, however, possible to preview the amount of auction premium in the previous 
round, what it will be like in the next round, how much capacity was bid in the previous round 
(and in total), and also such auction details as: Operator, Point, Capacity type, Large price step, 
Small price step, Tariff rate. 

Large rounds of an auction last until the total capacity bid by all auction participants is 
lower than the capacity defined in the auction when it was set up. When such situation occurs, 
the given large round is marked Cancelled, and the next round(s) is/are small. There can be a 
maximum of 4 small rounds. It is possible to settle an auction earlier if the total amount of 
capacity declared by all auction participants is lower than or equal to the maximum capacity. 
In each small round the value of capacity is suggested (to be declared in the current round) 
and equals the value declared in the round that was marked as cancelled. It is possible to enter 
a bigger value, but not bigger than it was in the previous round. 

 

4.4.1 Comfort bid 

 

When User wants to use the Comfort bid option in long-term auctions, he should click 
“Comfort bid” button during the large price step bidding process and then, in the lower area 
of the Comfort bid section, check Apply comfort bid and enter the desired value in the 

Maximum surcharge field. In order to approve the comfort bid, click button. 



 
 

Figure 19 Comfort bid in an ascending clock auction 

 

 

4.4.2 DA comfort bid 

If User wants to use the “Comfort bid” in the short-term auctions, from the top menu, 
select Auctions -> Comfort bid. The Active tab will display all available comfort bids for the 
uniform price auction. The table will show the following data: 

Point EIC code, 

Name, 

Capacity type, 

Period, 

Direction, 

Operator, 



Participation in balance group, 

Indication of converting into firm capacity, 

Indication of rolling over the bid. 

 

 
Figure 20 Comfort bid list – Active tab 

 

 

 

 

In the Actions column, the following options are available: 
 - edit comfort bid, 

 - deactivate comfort bid, 

 - delete. 

 

4.4.3  Adding a DA comfort bid 

A user with an appropriate authorisation will be able to add a DA comfort bid. To do so, 

click the button. 



 
Figure 21 Comfort bid 

 

The next step is to complete all mandatory fields and confirm by clicking the   

 button. A new comfort bid will appear on the list in the Inactive tab.  

The maximum of 10 bids can be added. 

 
Figure 22 Comfort bid list – Inactive tab 

 



 

 

In the Actions column, the following options are available: 
 - edit comfort bid, 

 - activate comfort bid, 
 - delete. 

After activation, the offer goes to the "Active" bookmark. At any time, the User can edit or 
deactivate it using the action buttons. 
 
After launching the auctions for which the "Comfort bid" offers are submitted, the cursor 
shows the message: "Already bidded. You can still make changes", which means that the 
user has the option of entering other data for the auction than the one defined in the 
“Comfort bid" offer and on the basis of which the bidding was authomatically launched. 
 

4.5 Unbundled capacity conversion 

The conversion is determined by checkbox on the auction form. Applies only to bundled 
capacity auctions for Annual, Quarterly, Monthly and Daily products. 

 
Figure – Unbundled capacity conversion tag 

 
 



 
Figure - Unbundled capacity conversion tag on Daily auction 

 
The change of the “Unbundled capacity conversion” tag is possible only during the round of 
auction.  
 

 
Figure – Approved capacity conversion 

 



 
Figure – Approved capacity conversion on Daily auction 

 

The operator will be notified of the fact of submitting the request for conversion by an 
appropriate e-mail notification. 

 

4.6  Auction summary 

When the auction ends, it is possible to find/preview an auction with a given ID in the 
historical auctions section. It receives the Finished status and the Resolved value in the Auction 
resolved field.  

System displays the following data: about the product, point, declared capacity, auction 
end date, amount purchased by a given user, total amount sold (if more than 1 user 
participated in the bidding), what is the unsold capacity, capacity cost, and auction premium. 



 
Figure 23 Ended auction preview 

It is possible to preview an auction in which the user did not participate. The system 
displays then the following data: Auction status, Point and Product, Tariff rate, Price step, 
Auction end date, and in the auction details: Operator, Point, Capacity type, and Point 
direction. 

 

 
Figure 24 Preview of an ended auction in which the user did not participate 

 

 



4.7 Auction preview 

To make it easier to tell if a user participated in a given auction or not, after bidding, the 
auction is highlighted in dark grey. This helps to see, e.g. when viewing archived auctions, 
those actions in which the user actually participated and those only followed by them. 

 
Figure 25 Marking an auction attended by the user 

 

 

4.8  Bidding in an uniform price auction 

The bidding form allows the entering of a capacity value subject to bidding for a given 
point by the organisation. It is possible to enter up to 10 offers. 

 
Figure 26 Bidding in a uniform price auction 

To enter an offer, click , complete the required fields and 
press. 



 
Figure 27 Bidding – entering an offer 

The user fills in the fields and clicks  to approve entered data, then confirms 
his choice. The bid in the auction will be saved, and the user will be notified by a relevant 
message. 

 
Figure 28 Bidding – saving an offer 

 



Use the  button to go back to the auction list. 

The auctions are held throughout the entire week. They begin according to the set auction 
configuration (set by the Operator); by default they begin at 4:30pm and last one round. The 
round lasts half an hour and ends at 5:00pm. 

 
Figure 29 Uniform price auction – finished 

 

In the preview of an ended one‐day auction, a user may check which offer was taken into 
consideration and which one was rejected. 

 

4.9 Bidding in an intraday auction 

The bids are placed in the same way as in a one‐day auction. This means that up to 10 
offers may be entered. 



In a given moment, it is possible only to bid for a product available from the given hour +4. 
Bidding for specific hours is stopped as necessary, depending on the current bidding round 
(bids for capacity are placed 4 hours ahead of time, e.g. in the round beginning at 9:00am, the 
bids are placed for the capacity from 1:00pm until 6:00am of the Gas Day). The hours that 
have already passed in the given gas day and those outside of time regime of the defined 
system parameter set by the Operator (by default 4 hours ahead). 

The auction begins every day at the nearest full hour after the publication of one‐day 
auctions results, i.e. at 6:00pm (unless other settings were made in the auction configuration). 
The first round ends at 2:30am and is effective for capacity allocation from 6:00am. The last 
auction round ends at 1:30am and is effective for capacity allocation from 5:00am to 6:00am 
in the respective Gas Day. 

 

 
Figure 30 An intraday auction – finished 

 

In the preview of an intraday auction, the user may check the outcome of the auction: which 
offer was taken into consideration and which one was rejected. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4.10 Filtering/Sorting/Searching 

It is possible to narrow down the auction list by using filters. This can be done by pressing 

. 

 
Figure 31 Auction filters 

 

In order to go back to the basic view with hidden filters, click the  
button. 

It is also possible to set the sorting order in the entire column. To do this, move the cursor 

over the desired column and click . The column with sorting enabled will have one of 
those arrow highlighted in orange,  or . The list also supports simple search. Any string 

of characters may be entered into the  field, and the 
list of results will be narrowed down based on that string. The search ignores capital letters so 
it does not need a perfect match. 



 
Figure 32 Simple search 

 

Additionally, the list of results can be refreshed with  by setting the page refresh time. 
Enter a value between 10 seconds and 60 minutes to refresh the page automatically; if new 
records have been added to the list, they will be displayed. 

 
Figure 33 Manual refresh 

 

 

4.11 Number of results per page 

The number of results per page can be set. This is done in a drop-down menu in the bottom 
right-hand corner of every list. 

 
Figure 34 Show the number of results per page 

 

By default, the value is set to 10. If there are more results, those remaining are displayed 

on consecutive pages and. 



5 SECONDARY MARKET 

It enables  to browse the offers defined in the system and contracts concluded for the 
secondary market. 

5.1 Offers 

From the top menu, select Secondary market ‐> Offers. The list will display offers. The 
table will contain the following data: 

Type of offers 

Type of procedure 

Point 

Capacity 

Period 

Capacity type 

Tariff rate 

Type 

Premium 

Offer expiry date 

Operator 

Status 



 
Figure 35 List of offers 

 

 

In the Actions column, the following options are available: 

 - moves the user to edit data of the selected offer, 

 - publishes the entered offer, 

 - withdraws publication, 

 - moves the user to preview the offer after it has been already published, 

 - accepts offers with placed bids. 

  

5.1.1 Adding an offer 

A user with an appropriate authorisation will be able to add an offer. To do so, click the 

 button.The next step is to complete all mandatory fields and confirm by clicking 

. The new bid will appear on the list. 



 
 

Figure 36 Adding an offer 

 

Use the  button to select an Operator from the available Operators list and then 
select the point to be assigned to the created offer. 

 

It is also necessary to select restricted System User allowed to Offer; depending on 
Procedure type, only one (for OTC) or many users can be selected at the same time. 

 

 
Figure 37 Selecting a user authorised to bid in an offer 

 

 
Figure 38 Selecting multiple users authorised to bid in an Offer 



Use the  button to add a new non-auctioned point to be used in the newly 
created secondary market offer. Publishing the offer is possible only after the Operator 
associated with the given point accepts the non-auctioned point. 
 

5.1.2 Adding an acquisition (buy) offer 

 

A user with an appropriate permission can add an acquisition (buy) offer in the same way as 
a Resale offer which has been described in point 5.1.1. 

 
Figure 39 Acquisition offer defining 

 

In the Acquisition offer User can use FCFS and Call procedure. 
 

5.1.3 Taking an OTC offer 

Only one System User (authorised), indicated by the  tenderer during the creation of the 
offer, may take an OTC offer. The user taking the offer cannot make any changes to the offer 
– he accept it as published or does not take it at all. 

5.1.4 Taking an FCFS offer 

Only one System User from among those indicated by the  tenderer during the creation of 
the offer may take an FCFS offer. Taking the offer makes the offer unavailable for other System 
Users. The user may specify capacity and period in line with the offer parameters. 

5.1.5 Taking a Call offer 

All System Users indicated by the  tenderer during the creation of the offer may take the 
Call offer until the offer expires or is closed by thetenderer . Those taking the offer may 



indicate the capacity, period and price in line with the offer parameters. The  tenderer chooses 
which proposal(s) he will take. 

5.1.6 Taking an offer 

A System User who was admitted to submit an offer may do so by clicking the  icon. 
The user will be transferred to a form where it is possible to use the offer, depending on 
whether it is an OTC offer, FCFS offer, a Call (other scope of fields in the Submitting an offer 
section). 

 

 
Figure 40 Offer submission 

 

 



5.1.7 Transaction acceptance by the offering user 

After taking an OTC and FCFS offer, the offer automatically changes its status to “for 
acceptance.” 

 

 
Figure 41 Accept offer 

 

In the case of a Call offer, the status must by changed manually by the  tenderer. The  
tenderer may accept a single offer or reject it and then approve the  offer. 

 
Figure 42 Auction management: Accept/Reject selected Offers 

 



Then, the Operator (whose point was included in the offer) may accept or reject the offer. 

 
Figure 43 Operator's acceptance of the offer 

 

When the offer has been accepted by the Operator, it changes its status to Accepted. If 
the Operator does not accept the transaction, the offer changes its status to Rejected and 
appears in the list of Contracts. 

 

5.2 Contracts 

From the top menu, select Secondary market -> Contracts. The list will show contracts. 
The table will display the list of contracts with the Finished status. 



 
Figure 44 List of contracts 

 

In the Options column, the following option is available: 

 – preview the offer that received the Accepted or Rejected status. 

 
Figure 45 Contract preview 



A lower section containing summaries of the bidding progress is available for offer types 
other than OTC. 

 
Figure 46 Capacity transaction sum 

 

 

5.3 REMIT reports preview 

System users with a concluded agreement with the GSA Platform Operator for reporting 
data of transactions on the secondary market, have opportunity to preview and download 
reporting files which are sent to ACER for transactions made by the Seller and the Buyer on 
the secondary market. 

The REMIT reports are transferred to ACER automatically on behalf of the System User. 

The list of REMIT reports can be found in the bookmark "General - REMIT Reports". 

 
Figure 47 REMIT reports list 

 

 

 



5.4 Transactions outside OMP 

From the top menu, select Secondary market -> Transactions outside OMP. The list 
will show transactions. The table shows a list of Transactions. 

 

In the Options column, the following options are available: 

 - preview transaction, 

 - edit transaction, 

 - delete transaction, 

 - send to RRM system; transaction is visible in ‘General -> Remit reports. 

 

 
Figure 48 List of transactions outside of OMP 

 

 

  

5.4.1 New transactions outside of OMP 

A user with an appropriate authorisation has the option of adding Transactions 

outside of OMP. To do so, click . The next step is to complete the mandatory fields 

and confirm by clicking . A new transaction outside of OMP will appear on the list. 
 



 
Figure 49 Adding transactions outside of OMP 

 

 

 

5.5 Reports 

     From the top menu, the user selects Secondary market -> Reports. The list will show 
reports. The table will show a list of created reports for a given period. 
 

 
Figure 50 Reports 

 
 
In the Action column, the following option is available: 

 - save a report in a desired location and review its data. 



6 INCREMENTAL CAPACITY 

6.1 Entry-exit systems 

From the top menu, select Incremental capacity -> Entry-exit systems. The available 
systems will be displayed on the list. The table will show the following data: 

Name, 

Operator 

Direction. 

 
Figure 51 Entry-exit systems 

 

 

 

6.2 Market demand indication 

From the top menu, select Incremental capacity -> Market demand indication. The 
available procedures will be displayed on the list. The table will show the following data: 

Date from, 

Date to, 

Operator 

Create date, 

Action. 



 
Figure 52 Market demand indication 

 

 

 

In the Actions column, the following options are available: 
 - go to assessment surveys. 

 

6.2.1 Adding a market demand assessment survey 

 

     A user with an appropriate authorisation will be able to add a market demand assessment 

survey. To do so, click the  button.  
 



 
Figure 53 New demand indication 

 

 

Fill in the required fields for market demand assessment. If appropriate conditions are met, 
the offer will be created and displayed in the Market Demand Indication list. 
 

 
Figure 54 List of demand indication surveys 

 

 

 

In the Action column, the following icons can be used for selected auctions: 
 - edit data entered for the survey, 

 - delete selected offer. 



7 GENERAL 

7.1 Operators 

From the top menu, select General -> Operators. The available Operators will be 
displayed. The table will show the following data: 

Name (full and short), 

Contact details, 

EIC code, 

Shipper code, 

Logo. 

 

 
Figure 55 List of Operators 

 

In the Operations column, the following options are available: 

- go to Operator’s documents, 

 - preview selected Operator’s details, 

- enter into cooperation with a given operator in order to get approval tobe able to 
participate in auctions by the given operator, 

 - send a request to begin cooperation on secondary market. 

 

 

 



7.2 Shippers 

From the top menu, select General -> Shippers. A list of Users will be displayed. The table 
will show the following data: 

Name, 

Contact details, 

EIC code, 

Shipper code, 

 
Figure 56 List of Shippers 

 

In the Operations column, the following options are available: 

 - preview selected Shipper's details. 
 

7.3 Network points 

From the menu, select General -> Network points. The list will show all points with the 
possibility of editing only those that belong to the organisation of the user who is the Operator 
. The list can be arranged (filtered out) according to: 

Operator, 

Capacity type, 

Direction, 

Bundled points. 



For each point, the following data will be displayed: 

Point ID, 

Name,  

EIC code, 

Direction, 

Gas type, 

Capacity type, 

Information whether the point is bundled,  

Operator, 

Comment. 

 

 
Figure 57 Network points directory 

 

 

 

 

 



7.4 Non-auctioned points 

From the menu, select General -> Non-auctioned points. The list shows all accepted points 
added by the user to the system from the form of adding secondary market offers and 
auctions. 

 
Figure 58 List of non-auctioned points 

 

 

7.5 Balancing groups 

From the menu, select General -> Balancing groups. All defined balance groups will be 
displayed on the list. Editing is possible. The list can be arranged according to: 

Id, 

Balancing group code, 

Balancing group name, 

Date (from), 

Date (to), 

Operator, 

Description. 

For each balance group, various types of data will be displayed, including: 

Id, 

Balancing group code, 

Balancing group name, 

Date (from), 

Date (to), 



Operator, 

Description.   

 

 
Figure 59 List of balancing groups 

 

The user can access the following functions using the Operations column: 

 - leave group. 

 - join balance group. 

 

7.6 News 

From the menu, select General -> News. A list of all news will be displayed divided into 
current and archived items. Clicking More the full text of the news item will display. After 
logging in and opening the main page, three latest news items are displayed. They may be 
opened repeatedly in this location. 

 
Figure 60 News 

 

 

7.7 Documents 

From the menu, select General -> Documents. Read documents in a desired language and 
view a document list in another language. Individual documents are displayed as links to 
download files. 



 
Figure 61 Documents 

 

7.8 REMIT reports 

From the top menu, select General -> Remit reports. The list shows all generated reports. 
The table will show the following data: 

File/report name, 

Create date, 

Shipper, 

Shipper EIC code, 

Point EIC code, 

Transaction point name, 

Operator, 

Date from/to, 

Report type, 

Status 

Status description (comments from RRM)  

and Action. 



 

 
Figure 62 Remit reports 

 

 

 

7.9 UMM 

       From the top menu, select General -> UMM. The list shows all messages. The table will 
show the following data: 

Message ID 

Publication 

Event start 

Message status. 

 

 
Figure 63 List of UMM messages 

 

 

 

In the Actions column, the following options are available: 
 - message preview. 



A UMM message defined by the Operator will be displayed to the users on the main page at 
a pre-defined time. 
 

 
Figure 64 UMM message 



8 PROFILE 

8.1 My data 

From the top menu, select User -> My data. The system will display data of the currently 
logged in user with the option to edit all items except for Login. Any changes may be saved 

with the  button. 

 
Figure 65 My data 

 

8.2 My contractual relations 

From the top menu, select User -> My contractual relations. The list shows the System 
Users related to the Operator. The table will contain the following data: 

Operator, 

Request date, 

Status, 

Status change date, 



Status changed by, 

Current agreement from/to, 

Relation type. 

 
Figure 66 Contractual relations 

 

In the Actions column, the following options are available: 

 – moves the user to Operator's agreements. 

 

8.3 My notification configuration 

From the top menu, select User -> My notification configuration. The list will show 
the following data: 

Channel ID, 

Type, 

Channel, 

Activity, 

Options – notification channel activation/deactivation. 

 
Figure 67 My notification configuration 

 

 



8.4 Password change 

The system can generate a new password upon user's request. To generate a new 
password, select User -> Password change from the top menu. The system will display a form 
to enter the old password and (twice) a new one. Confirm the operation by clicking 

. After successful verification, the new password will be saved. It will be active 
from the next login. 

 
Figure 68 Password change 

 

 


